Academic Staff Assembly – Spring 2012 Standing Committee Election Slates

Communications Committee
George Ash, 447, DOIT/SEO/CAS
Laura Silverberg, 460, L&S/INSTR-HUMANITIES/JEWISH ST
Karen Mittelstadt, 467, EDUC/WCER
Michele Traband, 461, L&S/THEATRE & DRAMA/THTRE&DRAM
Laura Gallagher, 494, DCS/ADMINISTRATION/MRKT&COMM
Nancy Mitchell, 467, EDUC/WCER

Compensation and Economic Benefits Committee
Jenny Dahlberg, 440, SMHP/ADMIN/NEURO GRAD PROG
Jason Jankoski, 489, BUS/SCH OF BUSINESS/HR&PAYROLL
Kate Kowalski, 433, SMHP/WI ALZHMRS INS/ALZHMR INS

Districting and Representation Committee
Mary Possin, 454, ENGR/ENVIRON CHEM & TECHNOLOGY
Tori Richardson, 489, L&S/ADM-STU ACAD AFF/STU AF-GN
Jeanne Blochwitz, 484, DOIT/ACADEMIC SYSTEMS

Mentoring Committee
Bryan Bowen, 311, CALS/AG RES STA
Scott J Ferguson, 229, SMHP/MEDICINE/PULMON MED
Jeff Gehrke, 440, NUR/ACAD SVCS/ACAD SVCS
Amy Kuehn, 415, VET M/ANIMAL RESOURCE CENTER

Professional Development and Recognition Committee
Sandee Seiberlich, 452, DOIT/USER SVCS/DEPT OFF
John Klatt, 483, CALS/UNDRGRD PRG & SRV
Leah Ujda, 467, EDUC/WCER
Curtis Ryals, 440, SMHP/ADMIN/HUMAN SUBJECTS
Scott Mellor, 262, L&S/SCANDINAVIAN STU/SCAND ST
Amy Hawley, 422, SMHP/MEDICINE/GER-AD DEV

Personnel Policies and Procedures Committee
Melissa Amos-Landgraf, 486, EDUC/GEN ADMIN/DEAN’S OFFICE
Kristi Hall, 408, GRAD/PRIMATE/PRIMATE
Tim O’Connor, 467, EDUC/TEST & EVAL
Jessica Rivera, 460, L&S/ADM-STU ACAD AFF/STU AF-GN